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A grand day out with our Reading colleagues.
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For our main October event, an early start and a dismal, soggy drive gave way to
bright autumn sunshine and cheerful greetings from members of Reading
Geological Society when we reached Nettlebed in the heart of the Chilterns. A
couple of large lumps of puddingstone, moved from the rear of one of the village
pubs and a rebuilt bottle kiln representing the local brick making industry, provided
immediate talking points.
Leading the day’s field trip was Peter Worsley, Emeritus Professor of Quaternary
Geology, Reading University, who set off briskly carrying his trusty spade for our
walk around Nettlebed Common. This is a typical Chilterns common once used by
drovers to pasture cattle overnight on their way to market in London as well as by
local farmers but now well-wooded since grazing ceased. After barely 200 metres
and slashing his spade through brambles crossing the route, Peter suddenly
veered off into the bushes to show us where a cover had collapsed to reveal a
long disused bell pit that must have penetrated over 10 metres deep into chalk
behind a safety fence.

Season’s Greetings
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From there, we walked uphill as the Common is domed due to
the outlier of Lambeth Group and London Clays that cap the
chalk. We passed several abandoned pits where extraction for
brick and tile making has gone on for six centuries. Some chalk
must be added to the clay during firing, and this explained why
the chalk was mined close by. Nettlebed tiles were used at
Wallingford Castle in 1365 and Abingdon Abbey in 1422. Bricks
from here went to Stonor House in 1416 and Ewelme Palace
before 1450, as one of several information boards revealed.
Some of the information on the others, Peter explained gleefully
as he leaned on his spade, was misleading or downright
inaccurate, including the claim that local deposits represented
the earliest terrace of the ancestral Thames. The evidence, he
believed, pointed to their derivation from the Reading Beds when
these extended further north and at a greater altitude.
Our circuit completed, we set our satnavs for the delightful Black Horse pub in Checkendon whose landlord kindly allowed
us to consume our packed lunches in the garden and use the facilities despite taking little of our money. We must repay
him with a visit and plenty of purchasing next time we go that way!
Afterwards, we headed off through Goring and across the
Thames into Berkshire to admire the spectacular view of
the Goring Gap from the vantage point of Streatley Heath.

Overlooking the Goring Gap
Our main goal though, was a small area that had been cleared of
dense gorse bushes a few years ago which revealed, among the
flints, pieces of sarsen and a lot of quartzite and Bunter pebbles
from the Kidderminster Formation, which Peter’s spade prised from
the soil. These demonstrated the existence of a river with a
catchment extending into the Midlands that existed before the
Thames used the same gap through the chalk escarpment.
A few more miles of driving took us to an abandoned chalk pit
near Ashampstead where a doline or pipe was filled with younger
material but capped, strangely, by more chalk. Here, Peter
clambered up the steep scree slope like a mountain goat and then
deployed the spade to point at its shattered nature that showed it
was head derived from a source located at a higher altitude.

The spade points to the shattered chalk capping a
pipe containing Reading Beds material
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Our final stop was the delightfully-named Owl Pit, a large
but partially infilled chalk pit that retained a wide exposure
of the unconformity between the white chalk of the
Cretaceous and the brown Lambeth Group. By this time,
the spade was handy for resting on but Peter’s enthusiasm
for his subject remained undiminished as he answered a
final batch of questions. What a day it had been!

The striking unconformity revealed in Owl Pit

We are grateful to Carol Gregory of the Reading Geological
Society for arranging this fascinating day out.

Members of both groups gather round for a final briefing

Learning Lunchtime Talk
By Bev Fowlston
The Forest of Marston Vale hold weekly Lunchtime Learning Talks and Bev Fowlston was honoured to be asked to give a
talk to them on the 18th of October. She presented “An Introduction to Bedfordshire’s Geology” to a group of about 25.
Specimens of Bedfordshire’s rocks and fossils were available for the attendees to handle and discuss. The event was held
with Covid safety measures in place with all those handling the specimens asked to use hand sanitiser and all those
present wore masks in a well-ventilated spacious room. This seems to be the norm now and everyone respected the
requests of the venue.
There were lots of questions at the end of the 45-minute presentation and Bev answered them fully. Many of the questions
were about the brickworks and the building stones of Bedfordshire. This may be a subject for another Learning Lunchtime
Talk!

Bev Fowlston giving her presentation at Forest of Marston Vale.
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Wildlife Trust members get to grips with geology
By Derek Turner
Following requests from two local groups of the Wildlife Trusts for events to improve their members’ knowledge of the local
geology that the second lockdown had scuppered in 2020, we were at last able to proceed early in October. The Bedford
Group met Bev and Derek in Ampthill Park where paths and other features have been upgraded in recent years thanks to
funding from the Greensand Country Landscape Partnership (GCLP). The first stop across the road at Cooper’s Heath was
familiar to everyone as it’s one of the Trusts finest nature reserves with its stands of acid-soil-loving heather criss-crossed
by paths with sandy surfaces confirming the nature of the geology beneath our feet. As we left the site, we saw our first
blocks of Greensand in revetments preventing loose sand from spilling onto the road.
Ampthill’s leafy roads and fine 18th century Georgian
buildings suggest a genteel town of retirees and commuters,
but old maps reveal its industrial past which made use of the
iron-rich greensand and local clay. The Group passed the
sites of a long-gone foundry that produced metal farm
implements and an Ampthill Clay pit where bricks were
made. Both sites are now covered by modern houses
constructed of bricks from further afield but in the square
approaching the church, the impressive Dynevor House built
in 1725 probably used local ones. Bev explained that the
headers of the bricks had originally been glazed but this had
now weathered to black that contrasts nicely with the warm
red of the stretchers. Cobbles in the pavement also caught
our eye as did the Portland Stone war memorial in the
churchyard and of course, the church itself. We finished at the
The Bedford Group of the Wildlife Trust stop at Ampthill
top of Ampthill Park where we could sum up the county’s
church
geology by looking south towards the Chilterns and north
across Marston Vale where evidence of the once massive brick-making industry is disappearing fast. The last of the
brickwork's chimneys in Stewartby had been demolished a fortnight earlier but new chapters in the area’s history are
opening up as housing developments and huge warehouses spring up and the controversial new incinerator building in
the former Rookery clay pit is being prepared for action.
A few days later, we met the Flitwick group at Maulden church for a short circuit around the village - a condensed version
of the Central Geotrail. The ponds in the nearby pasture provided an opportunity to mention how glacial deposits such as
Boulder Clay often obscure Bedfordshire’s main geological
foundations. We descended to cross several small valleys, noting
that Maulden is a typical village where people would have settled
to take advantage of the spring water emanating from the
Greensand. It also had the added advantage that the streams
had washed plenty of sandy head onto the low ground where
peat had also accumulated creating highly-fertile, easily-worked
soils. A great many allotments were created in this area and while
some have been abandoned recently, we saw that many remain
in use. We met one of the 200 strong Maulden Society of
Gardeners when we stopped near the shed used as their
headquarters and where, he told us, they store discounted seeds
The Flitwick Group setting off through Maulden
and sundries for their members.
churchyard on a misty morning
(Photo by Merv de Winter of the Flitwick Group)
Unlike in Ampthill where we found greensand only at the church,
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we saw in Maulden one house, two barns and several
garden walls that used it too. The church, of course, is
another fine example of a greensand building and it
was good to see this local stone used in a rebuilt
section of the churchyard wall and the Sexton’s barn,
more projects that GCLP funding has helped to
complete.

The newly-restored Sexton’s hut in Maulden churchyard

Do you know of any other organisations whose members would like a short walk introducing them to the local
geology? We’ll try to help if you contact us via the website www. bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk

BGG image to be used in publication
By Bev Fowlston

Dr Al McGowan requested the use of one of our images taken by Steve
Fowlston from our publication “Earth Heritage of Greensand Country”. Dr
McGowan is writing a book on ammonoid palaeobiology for the
Palaeontological Association. Steve kindly gave his permission for its use and
we’ll keep you posted about when the book is published should you wish to
follow the story of the image reproduced here.
Image of the ammonoid 'coprolites' to
be used in a new book

Rocks of the A5
By Bev Fowlston
GA guides include anywhere from the British Isles to Lanzarote. Bedfordshire is to be included in a new one currently being
researched. Nick Davidson, the author tasked with this new publication “Rocks of the A5 – from London to North
Wales” (working title), contacted BGG and asked for a tour of the rock outcrops along the A5 in Bedfordshire. Bev Fowlston
met up with Nick and showed him the outcrops in Rushmere Country Park and the landforms that imply geological
boundaries between the clays and the sandstone of the county in that area.
So Bedfordshire will appear in another publication. All good news for letting people know about Bedfordshire’s geology.
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Blisworth Limestone and Salt Shack visit
By Bev Fowlston
On the 28th of November an exclusive members-only visit was arranged to Salt
Shack, the local, family-run suppliers of crystals, minerals, salt lamps and
gemstone jewellery based in Milton Keynes. To enhance the visit we ventured into
the countryside to view some of the fascinating Jurassic Blisworth Limestone.
On the day, we met at the aptly-named Stone Pit Field in Linford Wood. The
morning was very cold but bright and calm, a picture-perfect late Autumn
morning. Paul Hawkes led the group (me!) on a walk around Stone Pit Field where
we viewed the boulders extracted from what was once a quarry.
Paul explained about the Jurassic environments and the deposition of the
Blisworth Limestone itself, which make up these large marine carbonate blocks.
He described the depositional environment as being along the western margin of
the London-Brabant massif and that these limestones were deposited within a
carbonate dominated marginal marine to fully marine shelf or lagoon with
variable salinity.
This environment was teeming with life during the Jurassic and included creatures
such as oysters, bivalves, and brachiopods. There was also abundant evidence of
other soft-bodied creatures leaving their mark in the form of trace fossils. We had
Trace fossil, Psilonichnus
a discussion over what form of trace fossil was dominant in a lot of the blocks and
we decided they were Psilonichnus, but we are not experts, so if you have a more learned view then please let us know!
We then moved on to the pre-arranged visit to Salt Shack. Upon entering this small
show room in an unassuming office block we were amazed and delighted at the huge
selection of wonderful rocks, crystals, and fossils. Dannielle, the owner, was very
welcoming and well-informed about what she was selling. They have a very ethical
approach to their purchasing ensuring, as best as they can, that their products are
sourced from suppliers who are safe and fair. Paul and I spent about half an hour
deciding what we were going to buy. We could have both spent way more than we
did! Like kids in a sweet shop!

In search of
Jurassic clay
By Bev Fowlston

Bev's purchases: an amethyst
geode, a fossilised ammonite in
a pebble and a polished green
rock!

Bev excited to be at Salt Shack

Following an enquiry from an engineering
geologist based in Buckinghamshire to
explore the Oxford Clay Formation in
Bedfordshire we sadly had to decline his
request for a visit to any exposures. With all the
working pits now closed and any outcrops
subsequently landscaped or flooded there
was nothing to show him! If you know of any
exposures, then do let us know and we could
arrange a visit for the group and invite him
along too!
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Greensand ‘olivine’
By Bev Fowlston

We received an enquiry via our Facebook page about
greensand. The enquirer had bought a bag of CO2-trapping
green sand ‘olivine’ in Netherlands and wondered if there was
any connection to the greensand in Bedfordshire.
The simple answer is no! Bedfordshire’s greensand is a form
of silica and iron-rich sandstone. The green sand ‘olivine’ that
the enquirer had bought was the mineral olivine. Olivine is a
common rock-forming mineral produced from igneous
sources. It is relatively unstable once at the surface and quickly
decays, so sands composed almost exclusively of olivine
grains are rare. One of the most famous green sand beaches
is Papakolea Beach near the southern tip of Hawaii’s Big
Island, but there are others around the world.
As to the claim of being a CO2-trapping sand? Perhaps you
can let us know your thoughts on this via the Facebook post or
email and we can include the discussion in our next
newsletter.

Olivine sand
(Image courtesy of Wikimedia Commons https://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/
thumb/7/73/Green_sand_beach.JPG/800pxGreen_sand_beach.JPG)

Icelandic volcanoes with Glynda Easterbrook
By Paul Hawkes
At our meeting on the 18th of November, Glynda Easterbrook delivered an informative and beautifully-illustrated talk on
Icelandic volcanos. Glynda described how extensive volcanic activity centred on Iceland occurs as a result of the
coincidence of a thermal plume within the mantle and a segment of the Mid Atlantic Ridge spreading centre.
A number of the most spectacular eruptions that have occurred in Iceland were illustrated. The 2010 eruption of
Eyjafjallajokull (beautifully pronounced by Glynda by the way!) caused the disruption of air travel across Western and
Northern Europe, the towering plume of steam and ash largely caused as a result of the eruption occurring beneath a thick
ice sheet.
Pictures were also shown of the 1973 Heimay eruption on the south coast of Iceland, where the local population
intervened to stop the advance of the lava front by spraying water on it. This successfully kept the harbour entrance open,
so preserving Heimay as a sheltered port for fishing vessels.
These and many other stunning pictures of the unique Icelandic landscape certainly inspired me to think about Iceland as
an amazing holiday destination for the future. Many thanks to Glynda for giving such a wonderful talk!
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La Palma volcanoes
By Glynda Easterbrook

Fig.1 Geological map of La Palma

La Palma is one of the youngest, and most active, of the
Canary Islands, all of which owe their existence to the
Canary Island hotspot over which this part of the African
Plate in the Atlantic has been moving for at least 25 million
years. The island of La Palma is 3-4 million years old and
began life as a series of submarine eruptions which
eventually built up to form a seamount, followed by a subaerial shield volcano, Taburiente, the remains of which today
make up the northern part of the island (Fig. 1). The base of
this volcano is located almost 4000 metres below sea-level.
A large caldera (the Caldera de Taburiente) occupies the
central part of the volcano, though it is not of purely volcanic
origin. An original volcanic crater became enlarged by a
series of giant landslips, the response to faulting because of
collapse of the magma chamber beneath, followed by
extensive erosion (Fig. 2). Volcanic activity finally ceased in
this part of the island ~500,000 years ago, and since then
erosion has created a number of radial, steep-sided gorges
(barrancos) (Fig. 3), the deepest of which is the Barranco de
las Augustias which drains down to the sea on the western
side of the island. The Caldera de Taburiente was
designated as a National Park in 1954.

Fig.2 Caldera de Taburiente

Fig.3 Radial barrancos and Barranco de las
Augustias
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After a period of quiescence, volcanic
activity resumed some 125,000 years
ago, along a ridge to the south of the
island (the Cumbre Vieja) formed by
numerous volcanic cones of ash, scoria
and lava (Fig. 4). It is along the flanks of
this ridge that the current, on-going
eruption is located, the most recent of 8
such eruptions since the Spanish
occupation (Fig. 5). Because there is no
central vent that erupts repeatedly along
the Cumbre Vieja, a new fissure is formed
every time there is an eruption. The

Fig.4 Cumbre Vieja

current eruption, which started on September 19th and was
preceded by a week of extensive seismic activity, is the biggest
on the island in more than 100 years, the previous ones being
in 1971 (at the very southern end of Cumbre Vieja) and 1949
(very close to the location of the current eruption). Eruptions
along the central ridge of Cumbre Vieja tend to be strombolian
in nature, producing explosive, pyroclastic material from
volcanic cones, of which there are about 30, in contrast to
basaltic lava flows emanating from vents along the flanks of the
ridge. As in the current eruption, volcanic activity seems to
begin with explosive eruptions, followed by relatively more fluid
lava flows as the pressure in the magma chamber decreases.

Fig.5 Historic eruptions along the Cumbre Vieja

During the 1949 eruption, an earthquake occurred, causing a
2.5 km-long rift to open, with a width of about a metre and a
depth of ~2 metres (Fig. 6). This led to speculation that during a
future eruption the western flank of the Cumbre Vieja could
slide into the ocean, potentially generating a huge wave or

‘mega-tsunami’ that would radiate
across the Atlantic, reaching the eastern
coasts of the Americas and the
Caribbean some 8 hours later. This
claim subsequently sparked extensive
research into submarine landslides and
tsunamis, the results of which have
substantially modified this idea,
concluding that it might take another
10,000 years for the flanks to become
sufficiently high and unstable to cause a
major collapse.

Fig.6 Rift formed during earthquake associated with 1949 eruption
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Membership Information
Memberships are due on April 1st each year. They remain at £10 per person per annum
or £25 for group membership (organisations with 4 or more employees).
Please pay online directly to the BGG account:
Account name: Bedfordshire Geology Group, no 21507427
HSBC, Leighton Buzzard Branch, no 40-28-12
Please email membership.secretary@bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk to let us know you have paid.
If you are unable to pay via online banking, cheques can be sent directly to the treasurer at the
following address:
BGG Treasurer, c/o 9 Latimer Close, Wotton, Beds MK43 9QA.
Please let the membership secretary know, via email,
of any changes in address, telephone no, email etc.
Your membership entitles you to 4 newsletters a year, free entry to all BGG events (nonmembers pay £2 per event to cover insurance), walks & talks and frequent communications.

Quick
Geology
Crossword
Answers from
Autumn 2021
newsletter:
Across:
2. Marble
6. Compaction
7. Igneous
10. Canyon
12. Fossils
13. Ice
14. Shallow
Down:
1. Basalt
2. Mudstone
3. Impermeable
4. Steeper
5. Tectonic
8. Obsidian
9. Scree
11. Rocks
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Upcoming events …
Please join us for these planned events, details are still being finalised so check
out Facebook and website for latest information.
Book your place by emailing the event organiser or
secretary@bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk
Tue 21st Dec, 7.30 - 9pm: Wine and Geology
Jan (TBA): Visit to Stockwood Discovery Centre and search for “Bedfordshire” Puddingstone
Feb (TBA): Site clearance at Landpark Quarry, Whipsnade
Mar (TBA): Joint visit with Cambs Geological Society to visit Upware Pits
Sat 23rd Apr, 10am - 3.30pm: Joint visit with Herts Geological Society across Greensand Country from
Clophill to Husborne Crawley
May (TBA): LGS workshop (1) for volunteers and visit to Bromham Bridge and Nature Reserve
Jun (TBA): LGS workshop (2) for volunteers at Clophill Eco Lodges
Jul (TBA): Site clearance at Potton Scout Hut Quarry, followed by pub lunch/picnic
Aug - no event due to holidays
Sep (TBA): AGM
All events are arranged with risk assessments including Coronavirus. Should Government
guidelines change prior to the event and we have to cancel or postpone, we will inform
you via email. All face-to-face events must be booked with the event organiser or our
secretary. This is for Test and Trace purposes.

Other events proposed for next year include, but are not exclusive to:
A visit to Coombes Quarry: A visit to this limestone quarry over the county border in Buckinghamshire, led by
Jill Eyers who was instrumental in the formation of BGG. This may be a joint geology group initiative. Keep an
eye on our website for details.
EarthCache event: We will be visiting Greensand Country EarthCache sites. Details will be announced later in
the year.
Ramble at Harrold-Odell Country Park: A potential joint event with the BNHS taking in some of the stone
buildings and structures in the area and the landscape of the Ouse valley. Optional pub lunch afterwards.

Please let us know if you have other places or events you’d like to include in this schedule. You will
receive an email on each of these events nearer the time with exact details so keep watching your
emails and check our website.
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Committee News!
New committee members
By Bev Fowlston
Following our AGM in September, we lost several committee members and, with Jan Munro finally stepping down to enjoy
her retirement and Tony Baker relinquishing his role to concentrate on family more after many years as our Membership
Secretary, we had space for new blood. We are pleased to announce the appointment of two new committee members
Paul Hawkes and Dr Christian Atkins.
Paul Hawkes
Paul is an exploration geologist having worked in the oil industry for 38 years up
to his retirement in March 2020. He graduated from Oxford University in 1982
and joined BP where he initially worked as a wellsite geologist on exploration
wells in the North Sea and in New Zealand. Paul worked in the BP UK onshore
exploration office in Nottinghamshire during the late 1980s – early 1990s where
he was responsible for their exploration activities in southern England (Wessex
and Weald Basins). This work led to a publication of a paper on the regional
development of these basins in Geol. Soc. Special Publication 133 in 1998.
Paul subsequently worked for Enterprise Oil and PetroKazakhstan where he
focussed on exploration activities in Russia (Siberia Basin), Turkmenistan
(Caspian and Amu Darya Basins) and Kazakhstan (Turgai Basin). From 1996 to
2012 Paul was heavily involved in providing geological training on petroleum
systems analysis to the international oil industry as part of a British-based
training organisation called Nautilus Ltd.
In 2008, Paul formed his own consultancy business, providing geological
analysis to a number of UK, US & Norwegian companies including Serica Energy,
Hess Corporation, Europa Oil and Gas, and Faroe Petroleum.
Having retired last year, Paul is now interested in learning more about the rocks beneath his feet!
We welcome Paul onto the committee, and he has been appointed Committee Liaison for Affiliated Groups and will be
working with our affiliated groups, such as The Geology Trusts and Geo-East.

Dr Christian Atkins
Christian lives in Dar-es-Salaam but has joined the BGG as he is hoping to head back home in the next few years. Home
being in Bedfordshire! Christian has a palaeontological background and has discovered some interesting finds during his
time in Tanzania. Hopefully, we will find out more from him in due course.
Christian is the University Counsellor for the Haven of Peace Academy, (HOPAC) at Africana Junction, Dar-es-Salaam,
Tanzania, and Head of Emergency Procedures and Planning. A return to good old Blighty is looked upon with much
passion, but with the present global pandemic it makes sense not to relocate until events have settled. He was raised in
the Luton and Dunstable area and joined the armed forces at 18. He was previously a member of Manshead
Archaeological Society and has crawled all over the numerous Chalk pits in the area, with some deviation into the
Greensand and Gault. He says he is “fossil mad, found my first at the age of 4.5, (Gryphea)”. This eventually culminated in
a Batchelor's degree in Geology, followed by a PhD in Palaeontology. Other pursuits, Christian is involved in include
aviation, opera and classical music, miniature painting, reading, ornithology and outward bounds pursuits.
We welcome Christian onto the committee where he will hold the role of Membership Secretary.
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DEFRA consultation report
By Paul Hawkes
In the autumn, DEFRA launched a consultation process to gather views on the implementation of Local Nature Recovery
Strategies (LNRS). These strategies form a key element of the new Environment Bill currently going through Parliament.
LNRSs are designed to create a mapped framework by which areas can be prioritised for biodiversity and habitat improvements. It is likely that multiple sub-areas will be defined and prioritised within strategy documents produced for individual
counties.
The BGG, at the request of the Geology Trust, submitted a response to this consultation in October. In our response, we
highlighted the controls that geology has on the development of diverse habitats and species, and how geological mapping can help to define prioritised LNRS sub-areas. The document itself consisted of 45 questions, mainly in a multiplechoice format, but with the flexibility to add specific recommendations and comments.
If any of our members would like to look at our response document, please contact a member of the Committee and we
will gladly share the document with you.

GA Annual Society meeting
By Bev Fowlston
On behalf of BGG, I attended the Geologists Association’s Local Society annual meeting. At that meeting, all affiliated
groups gave an update on their situation particularly how they have coped and continued throughout the pandemic. There
were also updates from certain initiatives that the GA have in place to aide and assist regional groups such as ours. We
were mentioned as the 2021 winners of the GA Award for Excellence, which was nice to hear.
Groups shared ideas for workshops and Zoom sessions along with different ways to advertise events to wider audiences.
The committee will have a look at all these ideas over the coming months and try to incorporate some into our own events
programme.
Some key dates and events were highlighted which we may wish to take advantage of to help encourage members and
others learn about geology in general. These included International Geodiversity Day, which falls on 6th October 2022 and
the Festival of Geology which is held in November every year.

Could you be a LGS warden or ranger?
By Bev Fowlston
We need your help. Can you spare a couple of hours once a year to visit a local
geological site? Can you use a camera and fill in a form? If you’ve answered yes
to these questions, then this volunteer post would be right for you!

Kensworth Nature Reserve LGS

Part of BGG’s remit is to monitor and conserve outcrops of Bedfordshire’s
geology, we need to check on our Local Geological Sites (LGS) every few years
and inform Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity Recording and Monitoring Centre
of their condition. With this in mind, we would like to invite volunteers to become
LGS wardens or rangers for an LGS near where you live.

The tasks involved are not difficult and will involve visiting the site, taking some photographs, and completing a simple
form. This is required every two to three years. In addition, to this simple monitoring, we would hope that you would
become an expert on that site and help to promote visits for educational groups or just interested members of the public.
We are planning training sessions in the New Year for anyone interested in becoming a BGG LGS warden/ranger.
Which term would you prefer? Warden or Ranger? Let us know by taking the poll on Facebook or emailing
bev.fowlston@gmail.com
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Following the committee meeting in October the Committee roles have been stream-lined:

Chairperson:

VACANT

Group Secretary:

Derek Turner

derek.turner@phonecoop.coop

Treasurer:

Bev Fowlston

bev.fowlston@gmail.com

LGS Coordinator:

Bev Fowlston

bev.fowlston@gmail.com

Membership Secretary:

Dr Christian Atkins

wyverns4@hotmail.com

Affiliated Groups Liaison Officer:

Paul Hawkes

paulhawkes04@gmail.com

Website/Social media/Newsletter editor: Bev Fowlston

bev.fowlston@gmail.com

BNHS Recorder:

Bev Fowlston

bev.fowlston@gmail.com

Committee Member:

Glynda Easterbrook

glyndaeasterbrook@gmail.com

We are always looking for new blood to join the committee and bring fresh ideas.
Please contact any of us if you’d like to join our friendly team.
We meet for quarterly meetings via Zoom.

Have a wonderful Christmas and New Year.
Stay safe and enjoy the festivities.
The committee look forward to seeing you all in 2022!

Newsletter compiled and edited by Bev Fowlston.

Please look at our website for news of walks, talks and
events. It’s easy to download flyers & geotrails.

If you wish to include an article, photo or share your
geological interest in the next issue, please contact
me by email at

www.bedfordshiregeologygroup.org.uk
You can also find us on other social media platforms:

bev.fowlston@gmail.com
Deadline for copy is 18th March for inclusion in the
next issue.

www.facebook.com/bedfordshireGeologyGroup/
www.instagram.com/bedfordshire_geology_group_/

Hope you enjoy the read!
twitter.com/BedfordshireG
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